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THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Well, To Begin Right.
Patronize Our Advertisers
LECTRIC SERVICE
Delco--Remy--Klaxon--Bosch Magneto
Atwater Kent
We have the best equipped shop in the city for electrical troubleV
JOHN S. COX
222 SOUTH SEVENTH ST. Terre Haute, Ind.
Hoosier oiling Milli
Corn r any
MANUFACTURERS OF
Steel Bars and Shapes
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
THIS PAGE IS CONTROLLED BY ROSE ALUMNI.
THE ROSE TECHNIC
-ADVERTISEMENTS
The Insley Steel Tower, Quick Shift,
Counterweight Chute Gravity Plant for
Concrete Distribution.
Designed and Manufactured by
Insley Manufacturing Co.
INDIANAPOLIS
THIS PAGE IS CONTROLLED BY ROSE ALUMNI.
945 Mulberry St.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Edward S. Lammers Ronald E. Lammers
EDWARD S. LAMMERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
PAINTS, OILS, GLASS, VARNISHES AND LADDERS
Phone Wabash 5124 13th AND WABASH AVE. Long Distance Phone
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
ose Men!
Specify Power Supply Co., on your
rush orders for machinery and supplies
Power Supply Co., Inc.
BEN HEER, 912, Pres.
TERRE HAUTE, IND. Telephone
JOHN E. HUBBELL
ROSE '98
Counsellor at Law
Patents and Trade Marks
469 Fifth Avenue Corner 40th Street
NEW YORK
WM. C. McGUIRE WILBUR R. SHOOK
ROSE '11
McGU IRE & SHOOK
Architects
320-21-22 Indiana Pythian Bldg.
INDIANAPOLIS
Patents and Patent Causes
Arthur M. Hood George B. Schley
Rose '93
Hood & Schley
909 Hume-Mansur Bldg.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
License to Practice in Illinois
Johnson, Miller & Miller
Architects
105 SOUTH SEVENTH STREET
Phones Terre Haute, Ind.
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THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEHENTS
THE HIGHLAND
IRON & STEEL CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
BAR IRON AND STEEL
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
General Offices:
Terre haute, Ind.
Mills: Terre haute, Ind.
West Pullman Station,
Chicago, Ill.
The Gift That's Always Proper
4iterf'd
Generous Assortment
CHOCOLATES
Contains: Milk Chocolate Coated Nuts
Milk Chocolate Creams and Bitter Sweet
Fruit Chocolates. Something to Everyone.
Your retailer will supply
you with Mewhinney's
Fresh Chocolates
THIS PAG-F,JS CONTROLLED BY ROSE ALUMNI,
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Double Life for Your
Furnace Linings
And this time between re-building furnace is even being extended in plants
that are operating at extreme peak loads with underfeed stokers and oil
burning equipment, where the furnace brick are laid and the exposed sur-
face coated with
HOTT-PATCH FURNACE CEMENT
Patented January 13th, 1920
"CLINKERS WON'T STICK"
It took us years to perfect HOTT-PATCH until now its chemical com-
position is such that no clinkers can form—regardless of the kind of coal
used or high temperature carried.
The brick are practically welded into an air and gas tight homogeneous
mass. HOTT-PATCH expands and contracts with the brick and never
cracks, crumbles or breaks away. The coating which may be applied with a
stiff brush, quickly fluxes with a hard tough glaze which protects the brick
and withstands abrasion to a remarkable degree.
Build up your baffles, rear arches, banking bridge walls, stack linings,
etc., with HOTT-PATCH and enjoy long freedom from repair expense and
avoid frequent costly furnace shut-downs.
SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
To guarantee and prove that "CLINKERS WON'T STICK" we will ship
the necessary quantity on approval at our risk, with the freight prepaid east
of the Mississippi River, and as far south at Atlanta, Ga., on the first lot.
If it doesnt' make good—it will cost you nothing for the trial.
Write for full facts today.
The S. Obermayer Company
2835 Smallman Street
Factories: Chicago, Cincinnati, Rillton, Pa.
Warehouses: St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Denver, Los Angeles.
Offices: Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Toronto, Detroit.
Pittsburgh, Penna.
reatiarmanmaganialarannlausan
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THE ROSE TECHNIC—Al)VERTISENENTS
Columbian Enamelin6 and
Stompin6 Co.
Manufacturers of
Enameled Steel Household
and Hospital Ware
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
The Terre Haute Trust Co.
CAPITAL SURPLUS AND PROFITS, $600,000
COMMERCIAL BANKING
4% ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
DEPOSITS OVER THREE MILLION
OFFICERS:
James S. Royse, President
Joshua Jump, Vice-President
Walter E. Rahel, Secretary
Raymond H. Rhyan, Ass't-Secy
Frank J. Terhorst, Ass't-Secy
DIRECTORS:
Demas Deming Fred B. Smith
Charles Minshall Joshua Jump
W. W. Parsons Geo. C. Buntin
Clarence A. Royse Homer B. Talley
Walter C. Ely Wm. J. Freeman
J. S. Royse
Seventh St. and Wabash Ave. Terre Haute, Ind.
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The
Standard Wheel
Company
Terre Haute, Indiana
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Standard Malleable Castings Co.
'7erre7laute, hid.
- -
...................................
Standard Foundry Machine Co.
Gray iron e'atings
General 1lachine1Vork_
Standard Wheel Co.
girre7faute,ind. sTAkoAR
AU f °MOBILE CARRIAGE
AUTO-TRUCK WAGON
REFINED MALLEABLE
CASTINGS
..ROUGH OR MACHINED..
AUTOMOBILE AND AUTO TRUCK HUBS
A SPECIALTY
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US
'link ROSE TECHNIC—ADt7ERTISEMENTS
Choice Jewelry
1111CiF770i
at Ste rc hi's
We advise early shopping this year as Jewelry is poinp to be hard to get. ,
Come in now and make your selections
JEWELRY GIFT SUGGESTIONS:
WRIST WATCHES RINGS NECKLACES WATCH CHAINS
WATCHES DIAMONDS CUFF LINKS STICK PINS
FOUNTAIN PENS EAR SCREWS
Established 1898
JEWELRY AND MUSIC
QUALITY Fourth and Wabash
Tokio "DANCING BY THE LIGHTOF THE LANTERNS"
Where Friends Meet. Best Music. Best Floor. Best People.
Dancing Nightly 8:30 till 12:00
SPECIAL DANCES DURING THE HOLIDAYS
Sweaters, Knit Vests, English Ribbed Wool Hose,
Knit Wool Caps
The House of Foulkes Bros_
Hatters., Haberdashers and Tailors
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC-IT WILL HELP US
THE ROSE TECHNIC
-ADVERTISEMENTS 
Compliments of
lorth Baltimore Bottle Glass
Company
Manufacturers
of
Bottles
A Merry Christmas
To You V
All
Up to the last minute,
you will find here boun-
tiful Gift Stocks for all
the family.
The Root Store
Establishes in 1856
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TEqHNIc—IT WILL HELP US
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENT 
Substantial Price Lowering
ON
Men's Wearing Apparel
Every man who has watched the falling
cost of wool and other materials has
been expecting a reduction. in Suits and
Overcoats—and it has come to the ex-
tent of a
25% REDUCTION
on the best tailored Suits and Over-
coats; Hats and Shoes that can be
bought in any market. Unrestricted
choice at this "Home of Totally Different
and Better Clothes" now at 25% off.
Myers Brothers
WABASH AVE. AT FOURTH
SPALDING
SWEATERS
Warm and com-
fortable with free
arm movement.
Spaldingsweaters
are garments for
all-around use—
for everybody—
men and women.
Just right for all
manner of out-
door wear. SEND FOR CATALOGUE
A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
136 N. Pennsylvania St. Indianapolis, Ind.
Our Winter
Hat and Cap Lire
Now Complete
BILL CODY
"Meet Me Bareheaded"
715 Wabash Ave.
Before Buying
CONSULT THE TECHNIC
Buy from Technic
Advertisers Only
The Advertising Staff
Promised them
YOUR SUPPORT
IT'S UP TO YOU!
AND BY THE WAY, YOU MIGHT
MENTION THE TECHNIC
Brunner's Pharmacy
JUST ACROSS THE CAMPUS
THE STUDENT'S
HEADQUARTERS
WHY NOT GIVE
ROSE JEWELRY
FOR THAT X M AS PR ES ENT
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US
THE ROSE TAWILVIC—IDT'ERTISPAIKATTS
Clothes With Pep
YOUNG MEN'S WEAR
Suits Overcoats
Sweaters Caps
Shirts
Fashion Park Headquarters
Freshmen Follow
The Other Boys!
Lee Goodman 8b Son
410 Wabash Ave.
Headquarters For
Portraits Groups
"Cirkuts" Moving Pictures
Copies
Commercial Photos
Blue Prints and Kodak
Finishing
MARTIN'S
Photo Shop
r  -
SEVENTH AND WA BASH
J. M. Bigwood 8b Son
JeweRers
607 Wabash Avenue
This Is to Be a Jewelry Christmas!
Our Fine Boxed
Stationery
makes a dainty and
acceptable Gift
PEARL BEADS
BRACELET WATCHES
Our name on the Gift Package is a guarantee of
excellence
"THE VERY BEST" IN
Footwear
It's been the pride of the makers of
"WALK - OVER— Shoes for more
than half a century that it could always
be said "no price paid for shoes could
obtain as much value in any other
make--regardless of the price_ That's
why we sell "Walk-Overs-
Cli EN EY'S
Walk-Over Boot Shop
651 Wabash Avenue
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC-IT WILL HELP US
THE ROSE T ECTIN IC —ADVERTISEMENTS
ofifsoom
Pleasure Gars and Trucks
Either a Four, Six or Eight Cylinder, anything to suit you
A_ MILLER AUTO CO
Price Guaranteed to July 1st, 1921, they are right, call us up.
31 South Ninth St. Phone 3135
SPARKS MILLING CO
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
MANUFACTURERS OF
 FLOUR 
FOR SALE AT ALL GROCERS
ESTABLISHED 1855
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC-IT WILL HELP US
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THE RAJAH'S PALACE
MYSORE. INDIA
Equipped with Otis Elevators
WITHIN the romantic line of "India's coral
• strand," in remote, un- thought- of places,
Otis has introduced modern, vertical transportation.
The Rajah of the native State of Mysore resides in
this palace in the capital city of the same name.
What a strange note this modern elevator must bring
to this palace! . . . The civilization of the West
• reaching into the very heart of the Orient and paving
the way for other products!
As an achievement, this Otis installation is note-
worthy in itself, but its chief significance lies in the
fact that it is a typical indication of the world-wide
scope of Otis activities. -
elfost of the famous buildings of the world
are equipped with Otis Elevators
OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Offices in all Principal Cities of the World
,
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. ,MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US
VOL. XXX TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA, DECEMBER 15, 1920 No. G
Obe nose Oecbnic
UBLISHED hi-WEEKLY DURING THE INSTITUTE YEAR DV THE
STUDENTS OF THE ROSE POLZTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Issued quarterly in magazine form. Issued every other Wed-
nesday in sheet form.
EDITORIAL BOARD
ROBERT E. SEWELL -
HOMER A. CLARK
DWIGHT R. SPENCER
HARRY J. McDARGH
ROBERT H. HARTOUGH
LEE HENDERSON
HERMAN J. KRAUEBEK 
Editor-in-aief
• Locale
Differentials
Cartoonists
BUSINESS STAFF.
HENRY Y. OFFUTT
WILLIAM H. MERRY
WILLIAM H, JUNKER
R, A. CORBAN -
GEORGE R. ARMSTRONG
L. A. WILSON - -
- - - Business Manager
- Assistant Businezs Manager
- Advertising Manager
Assistant Advertising Managers
- - Circulation Manager
Assistant Circulation Manager
REPORTERS
Willis Williams Sidney Reibel
Carl Royer E. H. Wolff
John Morehead Jack Joslin
Curtis Lehner Robert Walker
Charles W. Boland Douglass Kelshaw
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Year $2.00Single Copy, sheet form 
 .06Magazine form ... 
 .30
Address all communications to THE ROSE TECHNIC, Terre
Haute, Ind.
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided forin section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917, authorized December13, 1918.
The Alumni article for this issue is con-
tributed by Erich A. Mees, '11. Mr. Mees is
a member of the firm of Mees & Mees, Con-
sulting Engineers, at Charlotte, N. C. His
article on the "12,000 H. P. Hydro-Electric
Power Development of the Blue Ridge Power
Company" should be especially interesting
at this time when there is a general move-
ment on foot throughout the country to de-
velop the available power of our waterways.
We wish to thank E. A. Mees, '11, and C.
C. Rose, '23, for the cuts used in connection
with Mr. Mees' article. Realizing that the
Technic is rather hard up financially, Mr.
Mees kindly offered to pay for one page while
a donation from Mr. Rose made possible the
use of the remainder of the cuts.
At the close of the 1920 football season
Coach Gilbert hand ed his resignation to the
Board of Managers. Gilbert came to Rose
in the fall of 1917 and has 44 Charge of all
athletics since that time. During the four
years he has been with us the fortunes of
the Rose teams have varied. In 1917, with
one of the best football teams that ever rep-
resented Rose, he won the I. C. A. L. cham-
pionship. The same year he put a basket
ball and a baseball team.in the field that never
failed to make a good showing. This was
without doubt the most successful of his four
years' stay. "Gil" has always put all he had
into his work and has turned out teams that
Rose could well be proud of. He has made a
host of friends who will wish him success
wherever he goes.
Prof. Wischmeyer has agreed to coach the
basket ball team until the Board of Manag-
ers is successful in obtaining a man to take
Gilbert's place. Prof. Wischmeyer was a
letter man when in school and coached the
team which won the I. C. A. L. championship
in 1915. We owe a great deal to him for of-
fering his services at this time. Let's show
him we are behind him and we are sure to
have a winning team.
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12,000 H. P. Hydro-Electric Power
Development Tuxedo Station
of the
Blue Ridge Power Company
By Erich A. Mees, '11, of Mees & Mees, Consulting Engineers, Charlotte, N. C
The Tuxedo hydro-electric development, re-
cently completed and placed in successful op-
eration, constitutes the initial project of a
comprehensive development scheme on the
Green River, a picturesque mountain stream
of western North Carolina.
About the year 1905 the Manufacturers'
Power Company was organized by a group of
enterprising textile mill owners, with the
view of acquiring control of a water power
to furnish electric current for their indus-
trial plants located in and about Spartan-
burg, S. C. After a period of painstaking in-
vestigation for suitable development sites,
the attention of this newly organized com-
pany was focused on the power possibilities
of the Green River. The highly attractive
features of this stream, for the purpose un-
der consideration, led to the gradual acquire-
ment of the necessary property. At the ex-
piration of about ten years, the Manufactur-
ers' Power Company, in its own name, or
through controlling interest in the stock of
subsidiary companies, had acquired, by pur-
chase, practically all of the property essen-
tial to the development of approimately 1,150
feet of fall on Green River within a distance,
along the course of the stream, of about 25
miles.
Intermittently, from 1912 to 1915, exten-
sive surveys and stream flow investigations
were conducted by the consulting engineer-
ing firm of Sellers and Company, Philadel-
phia. Their findings and recommendations
formed the subject matter of a report pre-
sented during the summer of 1915. This re-
port confines itself primarily with the rec-
ommended initial project, the development of
300 feet of fall at Tuxedo Station, located
about six miles from Hendersonville, N. C.
In the spring of 1917, C. A. Mees, Consult-
ing Engineer, Charlotte, N. C., was retained
by the Blue Ridge Power Company, sub-
sidiary of the Manufacturers' Power Com-
pany, to verify the previously obtained data,
prepare plans and specifications and super-
vise the construction of the Tuxedo develop-
ment.
Green River finds its source in the Blue
Ridge Mountains of southwestern North Car-
olina, at an elevation of about 3,000 feet
above sea level. The mean annual precipita-
tion in this district is about 70 inches, a max-
imum for any section of the United States,
and the forest covered mountain slopes pro-
duce a very high percentage of mean annual
runoff. In view of the fact that large storage
basins can be economically created, by means
of high dams constructed across narrow
gorges, practically the entire mean annual
runoff can be conserved and utilized for pow-
er purposes. The only losses entailed are
those due to abnormally high floods, leakage
and surface evaporation.
The ultimate complete development
scheme of the power sites owned by the Man-
ufacturers' Power Company, contemplates
the construction of four power plants and
eleven storage basins, impounding a useful
volume of stored water of more than three
billion cubic feet.
The principal data of the fully developed
properties are herewith given:
Table No. 1—Storage Basin Data.
6)(7ic
o
T 
E
u. as
CZ)
Mayburn Lake
Terryl Lake
Bell Lake
250,000,000
350,000,000
1,000,000,000
50
60
110
2200.0
2200.0
2100.0
Tuxedo 350,000,000 120 45 2010.0
Camp Cr. Lake 75,000,000 60 1910.0
Cove Lake 600,000,000 65 2000.0
Fulham Lake 100,000,000 100 1800.0
Fish Top 250,000,000 170 88.5 1692.0
Foster 75,000,000 85 105.5 1050.0
Bright Lake 75,000,000 50 1100.0
Turner 153,000,003 70 135.8 955,0
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Table No. 2—Power Plant Data.
g
2,7)
.41
2-0
b*c z
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Ecd
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Tuxedo
Fish Top
Foster
'Turner
296
580
85
68
1027
150
295
825
390
12,000
45,000
7,000
7,000
21,000,000
80,000,000
13,000,000
12,000,000
71,000 126,000,000
In table No. 2 the ultimate installed capaci-
ty at the several stations is based on a station
load factor of 35 per cent, corresponding to
60 hours operation per week. The delivered
Kw. Hr. output is based on an overall effi-
ciency of 65 per cent. It should also be noted
that the entire output of this development is
primary or continuous power for the average
flow conditions.
To make salable the entire average annual
power output of these hydro-electric stations
as primary power, there must be provided
only sufficient auxiliary steam plant capaci-
ty to make up the deficiency between the
water power output during the years of min-
imum runoff and the average year. Aux-
iliary capacity of 15,000 to 20,000 Kw. will
satisfy this requirement. Under these\ pe-
culiarly favorable conditions, the e1iminati9n
of auxiliary steam plant capacity and the
consequent necessity for selling a large part'
of the water power output as secondary pow-
er at reduced prices, is inadvised.
The tremendous indusrial development in
this particular section of the country in re-
cent years, the inability of the larger power
companies to meet the resulting increased
demand for cheap power, and the abnormal
high cost of steam power, especially when
produced in small isolated plants, will un-
questionably result in the rapid development
of the many remaining valuable water pow-
ers of the South.
The complete development of the Manufac-
turers' Power Company's properties, as out-
lined above, based on present construction
costs, will require an investment of approxi-
mately $11,000,000. The cost of power, con-
ditioned upon the sale of the entire capacity,
will approximate 1.20 cents per K. W. hour,
including interest, depreciation, maintenance,
taxes, insurances, transmission, operation
and administration.
The construction of Tuxedo Station, as the
initial step in the progressive development
of the complete properties was the logical
choice for the following reasons:
Flume lines 8 foot and 6 foot pipes,
4,750 feet long; three 5 foot penstocks,
A—Tuxedo Station is the first suitable
power site in the upper reaches of the
river which affords large storage ca-
pacity, thereby augmenting the regu-
lated stream flow for the succeeding sta-
tions.
B—The entire initial plant capacity
could be immediately sold.
C—Construction of this plant made
Possible the early development of a
mountain pleasure resort of surpassing
beauty, conveniently situated with re-
spect to main arteries of automobile and
railway travel.
The principal development structures of
Tuxedo Station are a masonry arch dam,
wood stave flume line, concrete surge tank,
wood stave penstocks, power house, trans-
mission system, including lines and substa-
tions, power house, switching structure and
transformer repair house, and operatives'
cottages.
Contingent work included the building of
roads, clearing of large wooded areas, reloca-
tion of a section of the Southern Railway
tracks; including the construction of a con-
crete railway bridge, and the relocation of
portions of the Greenville-Asheville highway.
The masonry arch dam spans a deep gorge
at a point where the river makes a sharp 180
degree bend around an isolated granite knob
rising nearly 200 feet above the river bed.
Diametrically opposite and upstream from
the dam, at a distance of only 350 feet, the
Southern Railway Company's, single track,
direct line from Charleston, S. C., to Cincin-
nati, crossed the river on a timber trestle
bridge at a top of rail elevation of 2,006.50
referred to sea level. Since construction of
an economical dam above the railway bridge
was impossible, and the building of any dam
of substantial' l height farther downstream
would have necessitated the construction of
an entirely new bridge to replace the exist-
ing wooden structure, it was deemed advis-
able to build the dam at the selected site to
the maximum feasible elevation and relocate,
at the required grade, a considerable length
of the Southern Railway tracks.
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Elevation 2,010.0 was finally fixed as the
permanent dam crest. The narrow span of
the gorge and the substantial character of
the abutting rock cliffs, permitted the selec-
tion of the most economical type of spillway
dam; i. e., a simple arch. The dam rises to a
maximum height of 122 ft. above the founda-
tions. The upstream face is vertical, built on
a constant radius of 160 feet. The maximum
thickness at the base is 31.75 feet. The down-
stream face is constructed on a constant
slope of one horizontal to four vertical, to
elevation 2,001.0. The thickness of the sec-
tion at the crest is only 3.5 feet. The trans-
ition from the constant batter to the top
thickness being made by a simple curve of
73.5 foot radius. The central angle varies
from 40 degrees at the base section to 93
degrees at the crest. This deviation from
the usual economical average central angle
of approximately 120 degrees was necessi-
tated by the sloping contours of the north
rock abutting surfaces. On the south end the
arch thrust is taken up directly by the rock
abutment; on the north end, above elevation
1,940, the arch thrust is taken by the mass-
ive concrete intake structure, which is built
to elevation 2,016. The maximum computed
compressive stress for an overflow depth of
5 feet, due to arch action alone, does not ex-
ceed twenty tons per square foot.
In the construction of the dam Blaw-Knox
sectional steel forms were used throughout.
The masonry consists of a concrete mixture
of maximum density, approximately 1 :2 :4,
and about 15 per cent of sound graduated
plums, varying from 1 to 9 cubic feet in vol-
ume. Above elevation 1,950 only small plums
were used and hydrated lime was added for
waterproofing. All rock abutting faces were
carefully prepared to solid vertical planes;
quarry bars and channelers were used for
this purpose. The total volume of masonry
in the completed structure approximates
16,750 cubic yards. Of this total only 12,000
cubic yards are contained in the arch proper.
About 10,000 cubic yards of earth and rock
excavation were required in the preparation
of foundations, etc.
The intake structure provides an outlet to
the 8 foot flume at elevation .1,961, and an
outlet to a future 6 foot pipe line at eleva-
tion 1,991. The flow to both outlets is con-
trolled by motor operated structural steel
head gates. Large bell mouth intakes are
provided to reduce the entry loss of head.
Small filler sluice gates and vents are pro-
vided to prevent gradual filling of the lines
and prevent collapse due to vacuum. Timber
rack bars are used, supported by reinforced
concrete beams and trusses, designed to with-
stand full hydrostatic pressure, in case it
should become necessary to blanket the racks
to make repairs to the head gates. The use
of concrete rather than structural steel was
dictated by the abnormal conditions prevail-
ing at the time of construction.
From the dam, water is conducted through
pipe lines to a surge tank, and thence to tur-
bines placed in the power house. The pipe
line provided for the initial development is
a wood stave pipe, 8 feet internal diameter
and 4,750 feet in length, laid to a grade of
one foot per thousand. In the final develop-
ment an additional 6 foot pipe will be laid
to carry the added flow from the storage
basins to be built above Tuxedo Lake. The
design of the pipe lines was based on an ul-
timate carrying capacity of 430 second feet.
This pipe line, as well as the wood stave
penstocks, was built in place by the Washing-
ton Pipe and Foundry Company, Tacoma,
Washington. The wood staves for all pipes
are straight grained, black, yellow and red
cypress, milled from 3 and 4 by 6 inch thor-
ughly air dried stock. Staves for the 8 foot
pipe are 31/2 inches thick and for the 5 foot
penstocks, 21A inches thick. The faces of all
staves are milled to true circles and the edges
to radial lines. All ends are cut off square
and accurately slotted to take splines of No.
10 iron, two inches wide. The average length
of the staves is 14 feet and less than 10 per
cent of the pieces are a minimum length of
8 feet. Steel bands for all lines are designed
to take up maximum stresses at any point.
Bands are mild, open hearth, 3/1, inches round
steel bars with upset threaded ends, bent
cold to a true radius. Shoes for connecting
the ends are sound malleable gray iron cast-
ings. Bands are spaced for a working stress
of 15,000 pounds per square inch, including
an allowance for initial cinching stresses.
The spacing of bands varies from 61/4 to 15/8
inches on centers. Suitable manholes, drain
and vent connections are provided at certain
points on the several lines. Special steel
sleeve connections are provided to connect
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the wood stave lines to the dam intake, surge
tank and turbine casings. All necessary grad-
ing and preparation of foundations to receive
the pipe lines was undertaken by the Power
Company's forces. The beams for the 8 foot
flume and the future 6 foot flume vary in
width from 12 to 20 feet. Owing to the pres-
ence of a number of great rock cliffs, the pre-
vailing steep slopes and the unstable charac-
ter of the thin veneer of earth covering, this
portion of the work presented tremendous
difficulties. The alignment of the flumes was
chosen with the view of balancing the cut
and fill as nearly as possible, maintaining a
minimum radius of curvature of 300 feet.
All earth slopes are 1/2 to 1. At certain points
masonry retaining walls were constructed to
maintain stable slopes for earth fill. The
largest single fill is 80 feet high and contains
45,000 cubic yards. A 4 by 4 foot concrete
box culvert 250 feet in length drains the basin
formed by this fill. The greatest depth of
cut is 60 feet, and the maximum section of
retaining wall is 35 feet high. The total
amount of mixed earth and rock excavation
and embankment approximates 275,000 cubic
yards.
The completed pipe lines are supported on
concrete cradles spaced 8 feet on centers.
About 4,000 cubic yards of concrete were re-
quired for retaining walls, cradles and cul-
verts.
Both flume lines, present and future, enter
the reinforced concrete surge tank at a cen-
ter line elevation of 1,960.25. The surge tank
is of the Johnson differential type, construct-
ed under the patentee's license and in accord-
ance with an approved design. The outer
shell of the tank has an internal diameter of
25.25 feet, a wall thickness of 15 inches, and
rises from elevation 1,969.25 to 2,036. The
concentric inner shell is 6 feet internal di-
ameter, has a wall thickness of 6 inches and
rises to elevation 2,033; it is supported later-
ally by two sets of concrete struts extending
to the outer shell.
The tank base is an irregular hollow pris-
moid, resting on rock foundation at eleva-
tion 1,948, and is covered by a 30 inch slab,
which supports the circular shells. Water is
freely admitted from the base to the inner 6
foot shell, and four small parts, proportioned
to discharge 38 second feet under one foot
head, admit water from the base to the main
tank. Ports of equal discharge capacity are
located at elevation 2,010 in the inner shell.
The function of the surge tank is to reduce
pressure variations in the pipe lines to a safe
minimum and thereby also to effect better
speed regulation of the turbines. The criteria
imposed for the design of this tank were as
follows:
A—Maximum surge in tank for full
load rejected never to exceed 18 feet.
B—Surge in tank for 15 per cent load
demand, attaining full gate opening,
about 3 feet below the steady full load
gradient.
C—Extreme low water level in tank
following 1,600 H. P. sudden demand
with water in the pond at elevation 1,980,
never to be less than 1,970.
D—Full gate discharge of three 4,000
H. P. units, 429 second feet, under 287
foot head.
Flume lines 8 inch and 6 inch pipes,
4,750 feet long; three 5 inch penstocks,
650 feet long; mean tail water elevation,
1,714.
The vertical drop from the surge tank to
mean tailwater at the power house is 240
feet, within a distance, along the slope of the
penstocks, of 650 feet. The 5 foot wood stave
penstocks conduct the water to individual
turbines, two of which are now installed and
provisions being made for a third unit for
the complete installation. The flow of water
to the turbines is controlled by 60 inch motor
operated Ludlow Gate Valves, installed at the
surge tank. Penstocks are supported on con-
crete cradles and held in place against the
vertical water thrust, by means of creep
anchors and concrete anchorages.
The power house is a concrete-brick struc-
ture of simple design, approximately 25x104
feet in plan, having a maximum height, from
bottom of draft tube excavation to lower
chord of roof truss, of 52 feet. Steel sash.
doors, trusses and stairways are used
throughout. The generator floor level is at
elevation 1,741.5; the basement floor level,
which corresponds to the center line of the
turbine, is at elevation 1,730. Mean tailwater
is at elevation 1,714.
The generating units are placed 17 feet on
centers. At the north end of the building
sufficient space is provided for installation
of the future third unit and the dismantling
of a single unit. The entire floor is served by
a fifteen ton traveling crane.
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In the south end of the building a balcony
is constructed at elevation 1,750.5. The
switchboard is erected on this balcony, and
back of same is located the station operator's
office, locker room, lavatory, etc. The space
beneath the balcony, at elevation 1,741.5, is
divided into two rooms, one containing stor-
age battery equipment, the other, auxiliary
station transformers, generator rheostats,
and auxiliary motor-generator exciter set.
The corresponding basement floor space con-
tains potential and current transformers, oil
switches and bus bar compartments.
The power house is approached by a steel
bridge spanning the river bed. The power
house transformer station is located adjacent
to the bridge approach. Two banks of trans-
formers are symmetrically placed on concrete
foundations and a single 1000 K. V. A. trans-
former is held in reserve. Transformers are
mounted on wheel bases and can readily be
moved by transfer truck to the repair house.
Each of the two present installed hydrau-
lic units is a 36 inch bronze Francis-Pelton
single discharge runner, mounted in a split
cast iron spiral casing, direct connected to
2,500 K. W., 80 per cent P. F., 6,600 Volt, 600
RPM., 3 phase, 60 cycle, vertical General
Electric Company's generator.
Turbines are governed by 15,000 Ft Lb.
Pelton, vertical, belt driven, oil pressure gov-
ernors, with mechanical hand control and
electric motor speed control for operation
from the main switchboard.
Circulating oil pumps, geared to the main
turbine shafts, supply oil for all generator
and turbine bearings. Two self contained
centrifugal, motor driven, open system, oil
pumping units, each capable of taking care
of both turbines, are installed on the gener-
ator floor. Air brakes are provided to bring
the units to rest.
The guaranteed turbine efficiencies are: 83
per cent at 1/2 gate; 90 per cent at 3/1 gate;
86 per cent at full gate.
The flywheel effect of the generator motor
is 115,000 feet square pounds, and the guar-
anteed speed regulation is 24 per cent for in-
stantaneous 100 per cent load change. The
guaranteed full load generator efficiency is
95.3 per cent. Generators are equipped with
upper and lower guide bearings, and G. E.
type spring thrust bearings. Vertical, 65 K.
W., 250 Volt, Exciters are direct connected
to the extended generator shafts. Emergen-
cy direct current for excitation and operation
of station auxiliaries is supplied by storage
batteries and motor generator sets.
The station switchboard consists of nine
dull black, marine finished slate panels,
mounted on self supporting pipe framework.
Instruments are finished dull black. Grille
work encloses sides and back of switchboard.
The principal station busses are as follows:
A—Main 6600 volt, to two banks of
6600/44000 volt, 3 phase transformers,
1000 K. V. A. capacity each.
B—Auxiliary 6600 volt, to two banks
of 6600/2200 and 6600/220-110 volt, 75
K. V. A., 3 phase transformers.
C-220-110 volt, single phase, to light-
ing circuits.
D-220 volt, 3 phase, to pump motors,
filter press and machine shop circuits.
E-250 volt, D. C. to exciter bus,
crane, air compressor, penstock valves
and governor pump and pilot valve cir-
cuits.
Motor generators and head gate hoists at
the dam receive current from the 2200 volt
secondary side of the 75 K. V. A. transform-
ers of item B. In an emergency the head
gate hoist motors receive current from the
synchronous motor-generator set, the latter
receiving current on the D. C. side from the
storage batteries.
The picturesque valley at the dam site pro-
vides an attractive setting for the appropri-
ate 4 and 5 room bungalows erected by the
Power Company for the station operators.
The main transmission line extends from
the Power house, on a more or less direct
route across the mountains to Spartanburg,
S. C., a distance of about 37 miles. Archbold-
Brady Company's double circuit flexible, steel
A. frame and square strain towers are used.
Standard spacing for towers is 400 feet.
Flexible towers have a base width of 10 feet
and a height above ground of 46 feet. Cross
arms are spaced 3.5 feet on centers, and
measure 5.5 feet between conductors. Only
one No. 1/0 copper circuit is installed at pres-
ent. Ground wire, 1/4 inch steel, is strung on
top of towers, 3 feet above the highest con-
ductor. A telephone circuit is placed 6.5 feet
below the bottom cross arm. The minimum
distance to ground from the nearest No. 1/0
conductor is 25 feet.
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The principal substation is located at the
Spartanburg terminal and has an installed
transformer capacity of 4,500 K. V. A.
The most important contingent work car-
ried out in the development of this power
project was the relocation of about one mile
of the Southern Railway Company's main
track. The difficulty of construction was
materially added to by reason of the fact that
the normal train operating schedule had to
be maintained. Heavy side hill shovel exca-
vation to a depth of eighty feet was requir,
for laying temporary tracks. The new bridge,
a reinforced concrete, single track, deck gir-
der bridge, with 40 foot spans and river piers
100 feet high, is located 40 feet downstream
from the old structure and parallel thereto.
The total length of the structure is 720 feet
and the top of rail elevation 2,024.50, 18 feet
above the old structure.
The superstructure girders are 2.5 feet
wide and 8.5 feet deep, designed for Coopers
E-60 loading. The most economical design
contemplated the use of hollow piers, 65 feet
on centers and clear spans of 40 feet in the
mid-river section, however this design was
abandoned on account of opposition from the
railway engineering department.
The original contract for the construction
of the dam and railway bridge was let to Wil-
lard-Boggs and Co., Spartanburg, S. C. Un-
satisfactory progress, on the part of the con-
tractors, led to the organization of a construc-
tion department by the Power Company. The
entire work was taken over and completed by
this department under the direct supervision
of the Engineers.
The total cost of the development approxi-
mated $1,600,000.
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Claude E. Reese, '13, who for the past two
years has been assistant engineer for the
Public Utilities Commission of the State of
Illinois, writes that he has accepted the posi-
tion of associate editor of the Gas Age and
will also edit the Gas Engineering and Appli-
ance Catalogue. His future address will be
care The Gas Age, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New
York City.
Paul J. Grafe, '20, who has been for tin
past year with the A. R. Cummings Co. in
Detroit, passed through Terre Haute on Sun-
day last on his way to St. Louis where he
expects to be located in the future. He still
retains his connection with the A. R. Cum-
mings Co.
Robert A. Weinhart, '16, and Miss Pauline
Taylor of Pittsburgh were married in Pitts-
burgh Wednesday, Nov. 24. They will be lo-
cated at 1220 Illinois St., Indianapolis.
News has reached the Institute that Wil-
liam L. Edwards, '10, was accidentally shot
and killed in hunting at Donna, Tex., on Nov.
24. Edwards has been in the employ of the
Nordyke-Mormon Motor Co. but had recently
gone to Texas to assume charge of a ranch
belonging to his father.
During the war Edwards, who was a Qua-
ker, joined that section in rehabilitation work
in France and did noble work in the cause,
making in full measure the needed aid to his
country and their allies, though prevented by
his conscientious belief from active partici-
pation in the fighting. He was a loyal Alum-
nus and always took great interest in the
welfare of the Institute.
Among visitors to the Institute during the
holidays may be mentioned the following:
"Jap" Davis, '17, with the National Malle-
able Castings Co. at Indianapolis. "Jap"
looks mighty fit.
Albert W. King, '20, now science instructor
at Morris-Harvey College, Huntington, W.
Va, King teaches all the "ologies" and has
several fair co-eds in his classes to aid in
making life interesting. He reports him-
self as greatly pleased with teaching.
William R. Bell, '12, has left the Baton
Rouge Electric Co. and is now sales manager
of the Haverhill Gas Light Co. at Haverville,
Mass.
We wish to extend our deepest sympathy
to Fred Fishback, '02, Richard Fishback, '12,
and Miss Mary Fishback upon the death of
their mother, Nov. 15. Miss Fishback will
be remembered as former assistant librarian.
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NEW MEMBERS OF OUR FACULTY
The beginning of the scholastic year of
1920-21 at Rose found several new faces in
the Faculty. By this time, however, they
have become more or less acquainted with
the students and the Rose customs. The
new members are Dr. Sousley, Prof. Brown,
Lieut. Montgomery and Miss Gilbert. Mr.
Stone and Mr. Exline are also new additions
to the Faculty, however both were students
at Rose until this year and consequently are
very well acquainted with both Faculty and
students.
The new Faculty members in an interview
with a Technic reporter gave an idea of their
feelings in regard to Rose:
br. Sousley—
"I am very happy to be connected with the
Rose Polytechnic Institute and to know the
members of the Faculty. I appreciate my
acquaintance with members of Freshmen
and Sophomore classes and am desirous of
meeting more members of the upper classes.
I am anxious to fit in with the excellent cus-
toms of Rose and be a help in the advance-
ment of engineering education in this state."
Lt. Harry A. Montgomery—
"It is with a great deal of pleasure that I
came to Rose Polytechnic Institute. That
pleasure, anticipatory at first, has, now that
I have had an opportunity to become ac-
quainted with the members of the Faculty
and student body, become ui actual realiza-
tion.
"I wish to extend to both the Faculty mem-
bers and students my appreciation of the
kindness and good will extended to me from
the first. It is my sincere wish and hope that
my term of duty at Rose Poly may be a
lengthy one."
Miss Gilbert—
"Coming to Rose to take, not to fill, the
place of one of your warmest friends, I might
easily have been discouraged, but the
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ulty and the student body have been so cour-
teous and helpful that I know already that
this is as Mrs. Burton told me, the nicest job
in the world."
Prof. Brown—
"Contrary to the way of romantic fiction,
my first impressions of Terre Haute do not
constitute a startling case of love at first
sight. In the flurry of my arrival I had not
immediately noticed that the atmosphere of
gloom prevailing at the Union Station was
not confined to the train sheds. Directed by
one of the indigenous, I threaded my way
across several railroad yards before I be-
came aware that the sun was off color. The
'mists abaft me did not seem to resemble any
tall haze I had ever classified, therefore I re-
moved my spectacles with a view to cleaning
them. To my amazement the miasma did not
disappear. I flagged a passer-by and inquired
whether Mrs. had upset that lantern
again and whether chances were that the con-
figration would or would not destroy the en-
tire town. As I spoke, a large and flippant
flake of soot fell upon my upturned nose. It
was my baptism, my christening, my initia-
tion into the dark mysteries of the unknown•
city.
"Now I would not for worlds reveal the
things I felt when I first saw Rose. You don't
know the half, and I couldn't tell you anyway.
Suffice to say, earlier impressions have given
way to later and happier ones.
"Words of wisdom are not found exclusive-
ly in dog-eared tomes, nor do they alone ema-
nate from lips of wise men. When the re-
frain of a popular song liltingly insists: 'You
can't judge a book by its cover,' it points a
simple and unmistakable truth. Taking the
underlying truth to heart and applying it,
you will find that neither can you judge the
worth of an institution by its walls, even
though unenlightened design and perennial
smoke barrages may have made its walls sug-
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gestive of the original cubist conception of a
pessimist suffering from acute gasteritis.
"The fact is, clothes do not afford an index
to the character of a man. Brick and mortar
are no indication of the character of a school.
The character of a school depends almost
solely upon the combined characters of its
Alumni, its students and its Faculty.
"Character may seem an intangible thing,
but it is a most real attribute of men and in-
stitutions. Character expresses itself in, and
is itself dependent upon consistent- loyalty to
an ideal, constant struggle for the develop-
ment of the better, finer, truer self.
"The test of a man or of a school lies in the
fight he or it makes for quality. Rose stands
for quality. Now since character makes for
quality, and since character is at its best
when it is conscious of itself, consciousness
that Rose stands for quality ought always
to be kept acute.
"In measure as it is kept acute, in measure
as individual effort is made from day to day
to improve in quality of thought, of reading,
of friendship—in fact of every activity of
life, the words sung so enthusiastically at
every mass meeting and every football game
will come to . have increased meaning, _ and
something more than surface sentiment will
accompany the voiced chorus of 'Dear Old
Rose'!"
Miss Hazel Huffman, secretary to the_ presi-
dent, underwent an operation for appendicitis
last Friday at the Union Hospital. Miss
Huffman 's condition has _become very much
improved during the last week. We trust it
will not be long before she will again be able
to resume her former position.
CLASS MEMORIAL
We present herewith a picture of the sun-
dial left as a memorial to the school by the
classes of '20, '21, '22 and '23. It was de-
signed by Miss Anna Vaughn Hyatt, the fa-
mous sculptress who made the well-known
Jean d' Arc monument in Riverside Drive,
New York. It is of marble composition cast-
ing and stands four feet high. Embodied in
the design is, of course, the time-honored
Rose elephant, there being two elephants'
heads on the column, entwining their trunks
around it.
The present Senior class at their Junior
banquet last year decided to leave same me-
morial that would both be beautiful and of
such a character that it could be moved to
the new school site, when the school is com-
pleted, and still fit in very nicely with the
surrounding architecture. Accordingly the
committee appointed conferred with school
officials and with Mr. Van Pelt, the archi-
tect who designed the new school. The lat-
ter suggested the plans for the Sundial and
offered his services in securing a competent
sculptor. It was, however, seen that this was
going to be more than the one class could
do, but still wishing to have a memorial that
would be useful rather than one which could
never be moved, they proposed to let the
other classes in on it rathe'r than see it drop.
The class of '20 hadn't left any memorial
during their Junior year, due to war condi-
tions, and readily voted to go in. The other
classes, '22 and '23, soon came in line and
the thing was put over. Work was com-
pleted on the dial last spring but unusual
freight congestion: prevented its arrival here
until this fall. It has now been erected in
the southeast corner of the eainpus and has
created quite a bit of very favorable com-
ment. When (and that should be italicized)
the new school is completed, the sundial is to,
Occupy position in thd center of the main
driveway leading to the main building.
THE GLEE CLUB
Shall Rose have a glee club this year?.I
think you will all agree with' me that a glee
club is worth while and that we ought to have
one. We ought to have a good one. We have
the material but in order to bring out a good
club we must have the loyal co-operation of
the whole student body.
The, education you are receiving at Rose is
two fold. That which you receive from books
and personal contact with your professors,
second that which you receive from taking
your part in student activities and the con-
tact with your fellows. The one is no less
important than the other and you will obtain
"value received" from both these forms of
education in direct proportion to the effort
you invest in the venture. The maxi who dis-
plays energy and earnest effort in bath lines
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of activity will be pretty sure to succeed after
he quits Rose to enter upon his life work.
Half-hearted effort never brings out a good
football team or a good glee club.
Last year, after a number of years of in-
activity, due to the war and other things, the
glee club tried to "come back." We who put
considerable effort into the venture think the
club made a creditable beginning. A good
many of the men who sang on the club last
year are still with us. That is a big advan-
tage. There is a lot of good material among
the new men as well as among those who did
not come out last year. Don't feel bashful
about coming around to rehearsal or about
coming to see me personally. I am available
almost every day after four o'clock at the
laboratory. We need especially men who sing
first tenor and second bass.
The glee club is a particularly good form of
advertising for Rose because it furnishes an
effective avenue through which to keep the
alumni in touch with our activities. To the
man who is not good in athletics the glee club
furnishes another chance to join in student
activities. I do not need to stress the educa.
tional value of music, or the team work
necessary to bring out a good glee club. You
probably think music is a far cry from en-
gineering but let me assure you that the en-
gineer of today must train every resource
he has in his system. I know of an isolated
camp way down in Chile. The morale of that
lonely camp was kept up almost entirely by
one or two young chemists who could sing
and play the banjo. They kept the others
from getting down-hearted and home-sick
through their music and cheerful optimism.
After the Christmas holidays we expect to
get down to hard work in order to be ready
for some concerts at the earliest possible
moment. Beside singing we want, if possi-
ble, to have some instrumental work this
year. Mr. Albert Dunlap has agreed to take
charge of the instrumental work. We want
to put the club far ahead of what it was last
year. That means hard work and plenty
of it.
In closing let me make one more appeal
for the backing of the whole student body.
Let's give Rose the best possible glee club.
GIVE US A HAND.
Officers of the Glee Club Association: Mr.
Kearney E. Harmas, president; Mr. Donald
L. Griffith, vice president, and Mr. Alfred J.
Suttie, business manager.
ALFRED T. CHILD,
Director.
kiikkApfiVY
The members of Iota Chapter of the Alpha
Chi Sigma Fraternity will give their annual
dinner dance Thursday evening, Dec. 23. One
big- purpose of these affairs is to gather the
Alumnae of the chapter together again and
special efforts are being made this year to
have as many of the old heads present as
possible.
Brothers Paul B. Curtis, '18, and Albert
W. King, '20, were in the city recently and
looked up tho members of the chapter.
Iota had as its guest recently William A.
Hamor of the Mellon Institute at Pittsburgh.
A banquet was given in his honor and chemi-
cal and scientific problems of the day were
discussed in a very interesting and instruc-
tive manner over the cigarettes and coffee.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The local chapter entertained with a skat-
ing party at the Armory rink last Wednes-
day evening. It was voted a huge success by
the twenty couples present.
During the Christmas holidays Gamma
Gamma will inaugurate her first annual
Alumni day. A dinner and smoker will be
staged at the chapter house. A large num-
ber of graduate A. T. 0.'s have already ex-
pressed their desire to be present and the af-
fair promises to be the best "get-together"
of the year.
Immediately following the Christmas va-
cation another house dance will be given.
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THETA XI
Kappa Chapter will hold its next house
dance on Dec. 21. Several novel ideas are
under way to insure those attending of a
very enjoyable evening.
Brother Carr Skinner returned from Louis-
ville to spend the Thanksgiving holidays as
guest of the chapter. .
Several of the members of the chapter
went home for Thanksgiving. These were
Bros. Eichen, Newby and Turner.
Mr. Douglas, a member of Sigma Kappa
Delta, whose chapter at Armour Tech, is pe-
titioning Theta Xi for a charter, spent Sat-
urday and Sunday as a guest of the chapter.
F. M. Pence has accepted a position with
the Nela Lamp Works of Dayton, Ohio.
Among those returning to their homes for
the Xmas holidays are Stone, Brunning,
Eichen, Bixby, Newby, Turner and Boyd.
HOW HE WON HIS SCHOLARSHIP
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FGDTBALL
Rose, 20; Alumni, 12.
Rose, 74; Merom, 0.
Rose, 0; St. Louis University, 12.
Rose, 6; Earlham, 7.
Rose, 0; Wabash, 35.
Rose, 7; Franklin, 40.
Rose, 0; St. Xaivier, 56.
Rose, 7; Butler, 35.
Rose, 28; Normal, 7.
This year was marked by one of the most
unsuccessful football seasons Rose has ever
experienced; not only were most of the games
lost but many men were injured, some se-
viously. To begin with, Dix, star back-field
man of last year, was injured in the Alumni
game and did not get back into harness until
the Butler game. Engelhard, Harris and
Standau, our trio of all-state men, were han-
dicapped by injuries and forced to remain on
the sidelines a great part of the time. Only
ENGELHARD, CAPTAIN 1920
four men from a squad of twenty-five escaped
this 'flood of bad luck with the result that
Rose was usually represented on the field of
battle by a patched-up outfit. Represented
by a team, individually superior to any in the
I. C. A. L., Rose did not win a single impor-
tant game. The one thing that brought joy
to the hearts of Engineers was the great Rose
victory over Normal.
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Captain Joe Engelhard was the strength
of the backfield throughout the year and
proved to be one of the best football players
Rose has ever developed. Joe played in the
Normal game against doctor's orders and
was easily the best backfield man on the field.
He has been named as left halfback on the
second all-state team.
--Claude Gray, two hundred and five pound
guard, played four years on the varsity and
was a star every year. "Head" has been
placed on the all-state honor roll.
Dutch Krausbeck played the other guard
position and showed the same fight that has
made him an "all around" athlete.
Earl Moses, end extraordinary. "Mose"
did not get to play much because of old foot-
ball injuries but always starred in the big
games.
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Milton Steffen caught the forward pass
that spelled defeat for State Normal in the
Rose-Normal game. "Steff" played guard
and end. "Dusty" Dedert broke into most of
the games and showed a lot of fight. _ This
was "Dusty's" fourth year on the squad.
"Ick "Reinhard's punting and passing were
a feature of every game. "Slim" played his
first year in the backfield and made a good
. fullback.
"Bud" Conover was the fastest man on
the squad. Watch him next year.
"Hank" Offutt, end, played his first year
of college football and won a regular berth
for himself.
"Stuffy" Taggert was slowed by injuries
this year but broke into the Normal game
and did a lot of ground veining. Bill Dedert
and Gruessing, linemen, will probably fill reg-
ular berths next year.
Roland Dix proved that he was one of the
best men on the squad by his brilliant per-
formance in the Normal game. "Dixie"
played in two games this year and starred
in both.
"Al" Standau, mentioned as all-state ma-
terial, played a wonderful game all year at
tackle.
"Ray" Harris, also an all-state man, is the
other half of a combination of tackles hard to
beat.
"Jack" McDargh, one hundred thirty-five
pound center, was one of the strongest points
in the line.
Hager, guard and center, made up in fight
what he lacked in weight. "Shaky" was one
of the most valuable men on the squad.
Joslin was handicapped by injuries this
year but should go big next season. Jack is
an end.
Heck, tackle, should be a tower of strength
next year.
Forsythe, freshman quarterback, ran the
team in great style.
Wilson, tackle, was used at nearly every
position and proved to be a very valuable
man. "Jock" is just getting out of the hos-
pital, having been injured in the St. Xaivier
game.
Hauer and Skeeters, freshman backfield
material, should help a lot next year. Both
are big and fast.
The loss of Engelhard, Gray, Moses, Kraus-
beck, Steffen and Dedert will be keenly felt
but the chances for a good team next year
are excellent.
BASKET BALL
The coming of the basket ball season finds
Rose in a state of unpreparedness. Since the
resignation of Coach Gilbert, another mentor
has been unavailable; there is no suitable
playing floor to stage home games, and no
kind of a schedule has been completed. How-
ever, Professor Wishmeyer, newly appointed
faculty athletic manager, has taken hold of
affairs and promises to straighten things out.
Professor Wishmeyer coached a Rose team
that won the I. C. A. L. championship in 1915.
With Captain Krausbeck, Reinhard, Stan-
dau, Conover, Ellis, Harris and Walker as a
nucleus a powerful combination should be put
together. Among the freshmen are such
high school stars as Boland, Skeeters, Bogar-
dus and the Watson brothers.
Rose has a three game series with Normal
this year and have an excellent chance to
average the defeats of last year.
FOOTBALL LETTERS AWARDED
At a recent meeting of the Athletic Board
nineteen "R"s, nine reserve "R"s and thir-
teen class numerals were awarded to the fol-
lowing men:
"R"s: Engelhard, Gray, Krausbek, Moses,
Carl Dedert, Steffen, Off utt, Harris, Mc-
Dargh, Standau, Forsythe, Dix, Reinhard,
Taggert, Hager, Heck, Skeeters, Hauer and
Conover.
Reserve "R"s: W. Dedert, Grusing, Joslin,
Hocker, Morehead, Wallace, Campbell, Fisher
and John Wilson.
Class Numerals: Wright, Lentz, Wolf,
Watson, Fortune, Quinlan, Tyler, Heidenger,
Wesley, Fitzsimmons and •Stock.
The Managers and Assistant Managers of
the various branches of Athletics were also
elected. They are as follows:
Basket Ball.
Manager—Caff clroeder, '21:
Assistant Manager—Carl Royer, '22.
Track.
Manager—Carl Dedert, '21.
Baseball.
Manager—Robert E. Sewell, '21.
Assistant Manager—Robert H. Hartough,
'22.
Football.
Manager—Alfred Suttie, '22.
Assistant Manager—H. T. Lentz, '23.
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A New Contest.
Rivaling the gum-chewing contest, which
was recently exploited in these columns, was
the contest held by the members of Prof. C.
C. Knipmeyer's Triple E class to see who
could make the lowest mark on the mid-term.
For sheer novelty and in point of the keen
competition shown, it seems to far surpass
the afore-mentioned contest. Owing to the
large number of entries, the winner has not
yet been determined, it still being necessary
to choose between some half dozen students
who have out-distanced the field. Due to the
extreme modesty of these leading contest-
ants no names can be mentioned at this time.
The winner of the contest is to be awarded
a pair of perforated ear-muffs.
Technic Declares Dividends!
During a recent investigation by the Tech-
nic Staff it was found that the finances of
the Technic were such that dividends are to
be paid to its stockholders immediately. The
cause of this sudden development is not en-
tirely brought to light, but several reasons
are plainly evident. Bidding for the adver-
tising space has recently developed into such
a condition that long waiting lists are filled.
Advertising prices as high as $3.46 an inch
have been offered. The editorial staff is also
an important factor in the boom, but the
nucleus of all is the work of Ben Grossman,
23. This young author has come to light and
his articles are priceless. Scouts have been
sent out by many of the leading magazines
in order to secure his essays, but being ex-
tremely clothed with school spirit, he has
refused even the highest offer they have
made.
In connection with young Grossman it
might be said that his ability as a chemist is
almost as widely known as his fame as an
author. He has already refused numerous
offers of positions, prominent among these
being that of no less a personage than Lydia
E. Pinkham. Had he accepted he would have
directed the manufacture of this famous la-
dy's well known Vegetable Compound. How-
ever, he has so far persistently declined all
offers no matter how remunerative.
Sad Accident.
It has been suggested that a high-chair
with all the accompanying paraphernalia, in-
cluding straps, be provided for R. K. Price in
Junior graphics. This suggestion comes as
a result of an accident which occurred last
Wednesday up in the Civil's ward. Price was
seated on his stool apparently deeply ab-
sorbed in a graphics plate on which he was
working, when all at once he fell from the
stool to the floor which is of hard wood. To
all who are acquainted with the height of
these stools, it will be evident that "Pete"
fell quite a distance. However, as far as
could be determined, no bones were broken
and the young man was able to resume his
work. Prof. Thomas was of the opinion that
the mishap was caused by the slick floor but
it is generally believed that it was due to bad
dreams.
These Trying Times.
Clyde Ellis,
Well-known Rose
Athlete, was
Discussing industrial conditions
With
An acquaintance
Just the other
Day.
"Well,"
Said the friend,
"These are
Certainly hard times.
They
Laid off
One hundred and forty
Men at the Van shops
Yesterday."
"That's nothing,"
This from
Clyde,
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"They laid off
About a half dozen
Men
Up at
The school last
Week"
Normal News.
It is rumored that Coach Hanna of Normal
will be retained during the basket ball sea-
son to instruct the players in the proper way
to run out on the floor before a game; as he
has had conQiderable experience along this
line. It was he who so patiently spent sev-
eral hours the day before the first Merom
game teaching the boys the most spectacular
entrance upon the field. It is supposed that
he was also the originator of the impressive
formation assumed by the Normal team while
kicking goal after touchdown. However, the
exits from the field were not so heroic, es-
pecially after the last two games.
Harry Kinkle, well-known Normal student,
appeared at Baur's one evening last week
with his spelling book under his arm. He
reported that this was his most difficult sub-
ject, so he is studying hard to keep from
"conning" it next fall.
Coat Changes Hands.
Robert H. Hartough of the Junior Chem-
icals, appeared at the economics class recent-
ly wearing an overcoat. When asked if he
was cold, young Hartough replied in the neg-
ative but added that he merely wanted to
show all of the boys that he had an overcoat.
It is said that he obtained the coat by a
rather shady deal from Henry Offutt.
Perhaps He's Not Alone.
Alonzo Watson, upon receiving his grade
on the recent economics mid-term, was rather
surprised that it was so low. He said that
he could not account for it, stating that he
had discussed the subject pro and con—pro
now and con next fall.
Popular Student Exposed!
The secret is out at last! It has just been
learned that Harold D. Brown, 22, is now
daily rehearsing so that he can successfully
play the part of Santa Claus for his young
child Christmas eve.
Those Green Caps.
It has been heard that instead of petition-
ing the Student Council to allow them to dis-
card their green caps during the cold weath-
er, the Freshmen are, going to ask permission
to wear them all winter. From all appear-
ances the first year men like to wear the caps.
As evidence of this, several of the Freshmen
who are out for basket ball wear this type of
head-gear to practice in. Also, Herbert
Hagenwald, the class lady-killer, was seen
about 5:30 o'clock one Saturday evening am-
bling down the main drag wearing his green
cap. In the case of young Hagenwald it is
probably his intense school spirit which
prompts him to so religiously wear his green
cap. Hagenwald has always been interested
in the Rose athletics, especially as shown by
the fact that about three hours after the
Rose-Normal football game, he accosted
"Mike" Ronald and anxiously inquired who
had won. Alexander Kolinsky has become so
accustomed to wearing a green cap that he
would feel queer without one. It has been
suggested by some that since all of the Fresh-
men like to wear the caps so well it might be
a good idea to make them wear green shirts
or trousers.
Is It Possible?
It has been rumored that "Professor" E.
S. Whitlock is to replace Prof. R. S. McCor-
mick as instructor in Junior applied me-
chanics. At least Mr. Whitlock has been
preparing for such a move by attempting to
obtain a list of the correct answers to all of
the problems in the text.
You Can't Blame Them.
Evidently the editorial staff of the Normal
Advance has not yet learned of the Millikin-
Normal football game. At any rate, an ac-
count of this game has not yet appeared in
the columns of "America's Livest and Best
Normal School Weekly."
Ambitious Lad.
We write these lines to E. H. Wolff,
A soldier brave and bold.
Among the R. 0. T. C. "vets"
His name is now enrolled.
He fought his first two years at Rose;
The going then was tough,
But he's signed up again this year;
He didn't get enough.
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DIFFERENTIALS
Whatever That Is.
Professor Child (in Chem. Tech.)—Be sure
in using linseed oil, to have your foots livered
off.
She called Ray Harris Mr.
She frowned because he Kr.
So the next night,
Just out of spite,
The naughty Mr. Kr. Sr.
Gone, But Not Forgotten.
Engel—I can't remember my hour-plan.
Hard—Neither can I. Every noon when
I get up I have to look to see what I've
missed.
Economically Speaking.
Ick—What's your class grade in this stuff,
Watson?
Watson—I don't know, Ick, I never could
understand fractions.
In French.
McComb—The perfect is the same as the
past.
Cramer—My past is not nearly perfect.
There is a senior named Mose
Who is happy when the wind blows.
For him it's a treat,
When walking the street,
To see all the beautiful hose.
Bob Failing—I got my mid-term grades
today.
McCormick—Pass in any?
Bob—Nope. I am Failing in everything.
Don't Kid Us, Big Boy.
Professor Child (again)—There is an aw-
ful mystery in things we don't completely
understand.
Never Again.
Red—What made all those little holes in
your clothes—moths?
Earnie—Must have spilled some of that
mule on myself.
Paul—How does he get so many clothes?
Maul—By pressing them. He's in-creas-
ins trousers now.
A wealthy old farmer named Skinner
Had a hen that was surely a winner.
One day she tried
To lay eggs that were fried,
But she couldn't because they weren't in her.
Said the bridge to the river, "I think I'll fall
on you."
Said the river to the bridge, "I'll be damned
if you do."
"Prices or skirts ?"
The higher they go the faster my heart
beats.
No matter how unpopular a fellow may be,
he can always make a date with the calendar.
Izz—That rug is sure the champion.
Dizz—How come?
Izz—It's unbeaten.
A Little Advice.
Do your Christmas hopping early—if you
wait until the last day before the Christmas
vacation you'll be presented with a double
unexcused absence as a holiday greeting.
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WHAT WE WANT FOR CHRISTMAS
SI fan dau—A shave.
000dman—A scrap.
P ose Polv—A basket ball team.
Prof, Cil,d—Anything.
Defel—To be like Prof. Child.
McDargh—Avoirdupois.
State Normal—An alibi.
Dedert—A new nickname.
"Toddy" Boland—His nickname.
Tommy—Chalk.
Dix—More members for the married men's
club.
Failing—Two soft credits.
Sewell—More dope for the Technic.
Walker—More time and money. Also a
vanity case.
Camera Club—A camera.
Mike—A quart.
Sigma Nus—A house.
Gilkison—A rabbit.
Duke Epps—Talcum powder.
Sat Treadway—Specs so he can read the
cards.
Clark—A girl.
Doc White—Hazel.
Jojo—The rainbow.
Conover—A pair of knucks.
Jaenisch—Something easy in Machine De-
sign.
Eichen—A wild woman.
Hartough—June 5th.
Bruning—Hair tonic.
Head Gray—A conscience.
Taggert—An audience.
Suttie—The hook.
Bixby—Some pep.
Penno—A marriage license.
Offutt—Some equilibrium.
Roundbottom—Nothing.
Bill Junker—Better roads west.
Joe—A flute.
Ick-More shots at the goal.
Hazel—Some attention.
WANTS h
KNOW
If Bill Junker was late because Mary
couldn't possibly walk alone down dangerous
Ohio street at 9 a. m. in the morning.
How the Sarge makes Mabel laugh.
Whether Cramer ever received that letter
from St. Mary's.
If Sid Reibel carries that steam gage,
around to impress the Freshmen.
If Sylvester will let us hang around when
he uses his thirty eight on the fellow that
stole the target rifle.
Who the lucky barber was that received
the patronage of the chemistry department.
What Goodman will give Fessor Childs
for Xmas.
What made the mine mules stop when
someone yelled "Defel" on the Senior mine
trip.
If the Logansport division of the Pennsyl-
vania is not losing money since Clark stays
home Sundays.
If Defel thinks his portfolio makes him
look like a professor.
Why Ed Carnarius and Bill Dedert didn't
fire a shot on a five day hunt.
If this column is going to get any contri-
butions from the lower classmen.
If Fawcett thinks he compares favorably
with Fessor Wagner.
If somebody will give Tommy a box of col-
ored chalk for Xmas.
If Fessor Childs buys his quotation marks
( ?) by the car lot.
If Steffen ever had any money of his own.
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If the Beta Phi's are staging a comeback.
(We noticed a card for them on the bulletin
board.)
When the editors of the Technic will have
so much material on hand that they won't be
able to use it all in one issue.
How many Juniors have changed their
courses after having heard Knippy's famous
lecture on why we should follow the footsteps
of Steinmetz.
When Bob Walker reformed and for how
long.
Where some of the upper classmen get
that Freshman loving stuff.
If we're goin' to have to fall back on sassa-
fras after all.
If Clarence P. will be a candidate for base-
ball coach next spring.
If single-trees come in pairs.
If Boland fell into the cellar, and if he did,
what he slipped on.
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THE SEASON GREETINGS FROM THE
American and Orpheum
 
Theatres  
COMING SOON:
Cecil B. DeMilles production - - "Something to Think About"
Thomas Meighan in "Civilian Clothes"
Alice Joyce in "Vice of Fools"
Fatty Arbuckle in "His Wedding Night"
Mae Murray in "The Right to Love"
Douglas Fairbanks in "The Mark of Zono"
D. W. Griffith's "The Love Flower"
"The Penalty" Eugene O'Brien in "A Wonderful Chance"
ALWAYS. TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC--IT WILL HELP US
MR ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISE:11E217S
Freshmen!
Now is the time to buy
Your Mechanical
DRAWING EQUIPMENT
Discount to Rose Students
Indiana Blue Print & Supply Co.
5214 Ohio Street—Second Floor
BOYS!
Send Her a box of
Liggett 's Chocolates
or a
Kodak
VALENTINE'S
ECONOMICAL DRUG STORE
Wabash at 64 Street
She stood before her mirror
With eyes closed very tight,
And tried to see just how she looked
When fast asleep at night.
—Siren.
One Can Never Tell.
Lily—What is that I smell on your breath?
Cuppe—It isn't on my breath it's my hair.
—Juggler.
She (just back from Paris)—I can't go to
this dance tonight—my trunks haven't ar-
rived.
He—Good Lord! What kind of a dance
do you think this is going to be?—Lampoon.
"Is 'pants' singular or plural ?"
"If a man wears 'cm, it's plural."
"Well, if ly) do2sn't?"
"It's singular."—T ampoon.
#orititgi$tunit
(Elethes
FOR. YOUNG MEN AND MEN
WHO STAY YOUNG
Suggestions for Christmas:
Shirts, Ties, Gloves, Pajamas,
Handkerchiefs, Bath Robes, Etc.
Joseph's
512-514 Wabash Avenue
HIGGINS'
Drawing Ink
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
raurnine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Past
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, Etc.
Are the Finest and Best
Ink and Adhesive. Eman-
cipate yourself from the
use of corrosive and ill-
smelling inks and adhes-
ives and adopt the Hig-
ins, Ink, and Adhesives
They will be a revelation
to you, they are so sweet,
clean well put up and
withal so efficient. At Dealers Generally.
CHAS M. HIGGINS & CO., MN.
271 Ninth St., Brooklin. N. Y. Branch:
London, Chicago.
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US
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FOR PARTICULAR
PEOPLE
Holsum
Bread
IDEAL BAKING CO.
'24—I don't see how he gets away with it.
'23—With what?
'24—Cutting so many classes.
'23-0h, he's a pretty keen guy.
He—Why do women speak less in Febru-
ary than in any other month?
She—Why?
He—Because it hasn't so many days.
—Panther.
BUY THE BEST
Kuppenheimer
Clothes
For Sale By—
CARL WOLF
629 Wabash Avenue
The Zwang Syncopated
Orchestra
Is
"Something to Think About"
We set the pace for the last Technic Hop
GUESS WHO'S PLAYING FOR THE NEXT?
LET US SUGGEST FOR XMAS
VICKROYS' Framed Pictures
It's the pictures which give character to the home, therefore they are
appreciated. Also--
Leather Novelties, Hand-Painted Baskets, Greeting Cards
and Scores of Gift Novelties
911 WABASH AVENUE PHONE 2426
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT. WILL HELP US.
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When You Think
LUMBER
--Think HOOTON
HOOTON LUMBER CO.
PHONE 65
The Home of Butter Nut Bread
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TEC
HNIC-IT WILL HELP US
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CHEER UP
WIENAND
KHANS KLOTHES KAREFULLY
652 North Seventh St.
PHONE 4201
My girl is sure some alchemist—
That's why I'll have to drop her;
For every time I'm out with her
My silver turns to copper.
—Johnstown Leader.
"I want some good current literature."
"Here are some books on electrict lighting."
"Ohmm! Ah ha! I ampereing at them.
Watt I want is light reading for Eddie's sons
until they armature."—Ex.
FOR A REAL
HAIR CUT
Woodsie a Fuqua
Opposite Big Four Station
Candies for Xmas
Fancy Boxes and Bulk
Greatest Assortment
in the city.
Greek Candy Kitchen
SEVENTH AND WABASH AVE.
"tVERYTHING ELECTRICAL"
COLLEGE AND FRATERNITY
SEALS
POLISHED, BUFFED, LACQUERED
LAMPS AND LAMP SUPPLIES
INDIANA ELECTRIC SHOP
22 SOUTH SEVENTH ST.
Delicatessen Box Lunches
"If It's From Hicks, It's Good"
Bob Hicks
110 NORTH SEVENTH ST.
FREITAG, WEINHARDT AND
COMPANY
HEATING, PLUMBING,
ELECTRICAL
and HARDWARE
CONTRACTORS
ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY
FURNISHED
Opposite Hotel Deming 30-32 North Sixth St_
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H. F. Schmidt
Watchmaker, Jeweler and
Engraver
Cash Paid for Old Gold,
Silver and Platinum
677 OHIO STREET
CORONAThe PersonalWriting 
chine, the
Ideal Christmas Gift
BALLARD
115 S. 7th St. Phone 4772
We make a specialty of quick deliv-
ery. When in a hurry,
TELEPHONE
US
And see how fast our messenger
can come
Arthur Baur's Pharmacy
767 Wabash Avenue Terre Haute, Ind.
"Let Us Set Your Ears Out"
KRAMER
Barber Shop
28 South Seventh St.
SANITARY THROUGH AND THROUGH
Always an Argument.
It matters not what course you take;
You think it is the best.
You stand up for the one you've picked,
And ridicule the rest.
Electricals say Chemists have
Completely lost their head,
And think the poor Mechanicals
Are all unburied dead.
The Civils and the Architects
Are always crabbing, too,
And saying when they graduate,
What all they're going to do.
Each knocks the other all the time
On campus and in hall.
I guess the safest thing to do
Would be to take them all.
WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS, THINK OF
HEINUS
129 South Seventh Street Terre Haute, Ind.
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Sparks' Holiday Gift Shop
For Men and Young Men
We have the largest line of Bath Robes, Neckwear, Gloves, Hosiery, Shirts,
Initial Belts. GIVE HIM AN ORDER ON US FOR A SUIT.
IE D. SPARKS
Tailor and Haberdasher 715 Wabash Avenue
AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Mining Machine Cutter Chains and Cutter Heads
Detachable Armature Shaft Pinions
QUALITY SATISFACTION SERVICE
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
A Message from the Banks of the Wabash
A TIP TO THE ADVERTISING MANAGER
to get our prices on newspaper electros and mats.
Terre Haute has the largest electrotype plant in the country. With a capacity of more
than 100,000 square inches of newspaper advertising plates daily, we turn out work for
the largest advertising agencies and leading manufacturers of the country.
Our central location gives us a distributing point second to none.
GENERAL AD-PLATE CO.
ELECTROTYPES MATRICES
NEW YORK, 125 E. 23rd ST. TERRE HAUTE, IND.
AWAY* TRAPS WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC-IT WILL HELP US
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Voice from bathroom—Say, John, got any
Ivory soap?
Voice from the dead—What for? Going
to wash your head ?—Purple Cow.
"Why the muzzle?"
"Oh, it's only a hair net. I washed my
moustache and I can't do a think with it."
—Voo Doo.
"Combination shot," murmured the lady
cue-artist as she leaned too far over the bil-
liard table.—Puppet.
Beggar—Kind sir, will you give me a dime
for a bed?
'24—(cautiously)—Let's see the bed first.
—Gargoyle.
We Are The "Battery Doctors"
We are on your Battery's trail, and we'll get it sooner or later,
for "We Fix When Others Fail"
COLUMBIA SERVICE STATION
3 1 3 OHIO STREET
A Christmas Suggestion to
Rose Men
FOR HER--
Phoenix and Van Raalte
SILK HOSE
PETOT SHOE CO.
709 Wabash Ave.
Under N [W Management
All Rose men will stop,
After inquiring around,
That the best "Shave Shop"
Is located under-ground
Basement--L Hi Trust Building
BRUCE D. ARTERBURN
SEASON'S GREETINGS
With passing years the customs change, but one is worth repeating;
And so we send to all our friends, this good old fashioned greeting.
1he McFarling Sales Company
W. L. McFARLING, Mgr.
Reiman Lime and Cement Co.
EWALD E. REIMAN, Pres.
Office: 100 N. 101/2 Street
PHONE 120
Yards: 101/2 and Mulberry
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JOHNSON'S LUNCHEONETTE
Plate Lunch Noon Hours 35c
Agent Page & Shaws, New York's Finest Candy
Mullane's Taffy---Bunte Hard Candy
Morse's bulk Chocolates
BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS CANDIES
JOHNSON'S LUNCHEONETTE
615 WABASH AVENUE
"Things to Wear, For Men Who Care"
If you really wish to be pleased, ask your friends
to choose your Gifts from our
V EXTRAORDINARY XMAS STOCK
The Quality Shop
"A Real Men's Store"
A. P. ASBURY 523 Wabash Avenue Phone 1113
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PLAZA CAFE
Come and Eat your Xmas Dinner with us
Special Xmas Dinner
Special attention to after-theater and
after-dance parties
J. E. Berry, Prop. 9th and Sycamore
BASKET BALLS
AND
Basket Ball Equipment
Books, Magazines and Games
L. D. SMITH
Phone, Wab. 6 673 Wabash Ave.
D. H. SLICER
21 South Seventh St.
IMPORTED DRAWING INSTRUMENTS
AND SUPPLIES
K. & E. SLIDE RULES
Special Gifts for Xnrtas
Patient—I've just been down to the drug-
gist to get something for the pain in my
stomach, and he—
Doctor—Oh, I suppose he gave you some
idiotic advice.
Patient—Well, maybe so; he told me to
come up and see you.
—Standard Remedies.
Office Hours
9 A.M. to 12 M.
2 P.M. to 4 P.M.
Residence Phone 3910
Office Phone 1791
Dr. James McCall
Practice Limited to
EYE, EAR, NOSE
THROAT
V- '1
Rooms 319 to 322
Evenings by Rose Dispensary Building
Appointment Only Terre Haute, Ind.
Tune Bros_
Show the Newest Styles in
Hart, Schaffner
and Marx •
Clothes
MEN'S HATS,
SHOES AND SHIRTS
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Save Your Money
for Xmas
HAVE YOUR OLD
SUIT CLEANED
for a small charge and save the price of a new one,
this will give you additional money for your
Xmas shopping
We Serve to
Serve Again 
ERMISCH
My Cleaner
Rose Technic
Dance
December 17, 1920
K. 4f C. Hall
9 to 12
Price $1.50
Music by Zwang
P AMES
Pianos-Plapers-Talking Machines
The Latest Records and Rolls
PAIGE'S
642 Wabash Avenue,
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Sw ope-Neh f- Bloomer Co.
Headquarters for
FRATERNITY EMBLEMS
Pins, Rings and Medals
ALL REPAIR WORK DONE IN OUR OWN
SHOP BY EXPERT WORKMAN
524 Wabash Ave. Telephone 1344
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
Craft's Book Store
672 Wabash Ave.
Loose Leaf Note Books and Other
SCHOOL SUPPLIES v
All Standard Fiction.
Also Phonographs and Phonograph
Records
Check.
Bacon—I see a folding drum for orchestra
musicians has been invented that is extended
tolull size by hinged ribs between the heads.
Egbert—That sounds good to me.
"What i"
"A drum that you can shut up."
—Yonkers Statesman.
LOGAN MORRIS
Barber Shop
12 North Seventh St.
EVERYTHING SANITA RY
SEVEN CHAIRS
BEST BARBERS IN TOWN
GIVE HER AN EASTMAN KODAK
or CAMERA for CHRISTMAS
Bring your Kodak films here and
we will develop them free
Gillis Drug Co.
PHONE WAB. 804
N. E. Corner Seventh and Wabash Ave.
MAX FRANK
"The Sole Saver"
HIGH CLASS
SHOE REPAIRING
We Call for Your Work
Rose Dispensary, Seventh and Cherry St.
Brunswick
Phonographs
and
Brunswick
Records
rlInSWICkSFIVP
The
Jensen Bros. Props. Phone Wabash 4904
To Hear is to Prefer the Brunswick
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Give
Jewelry
"It Lasts
For Xmas, Birthday,
Graduation or any.
"GIFT"
occasion, be sure to see
Tucker's Line of
Quality Gifts.
TICK TOCK TUCKER
814 Wabash Avenue
At the sign of the clock--- In the middle of the block.
In 1920.
Little Willie, rough as hell,
Shoved his sister down a well;
And his mother, drawing water,
Said, "It's hard to raise a daughter."
—Froth.
Buntin Drug Co.
AGENCY FOR
Waterman & Conklin Fountain Pens.
We also call for and deliver your
Drug Package and Prescriptions Free
Telephone 295 6th and Wabash
...Let us help you remember your...
Gentlemen
FRIENDS
We Offer a Few Suggestions:
A Sweater
A Pair of Gloves
A Borsalino Hat
A Traveling B3g
A Muffler
A Bath Robe
A Silk Shirt
A Pair of Silk Hose
A Cheney Tie
A Box Handkercfs'
And Many Other Items
Come In and See
Thorman & Schloss
666 Wabash Ave.
Everp Rose Student
Should properly begin
the New Year by trad-
ing exclusively with
ROSE ADVERTISERS
and everp lopal
Rose man will!
Frank J. Smith
THE REAL
CLEANER
Everybody's Work Done Right
Phone 515 20 South 8th St.
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MO,
B
EFORE 1894 every chemist thought he knew what air is.
"A mechanical mixture of moisture, nitrogen and oxygen,
with traces of hydrogen, and carbon dioxide," he would
explain. There was so much oxygen and nitrogen in a given
sample that he simply determined the amount of oxygen present
and assumed the rest to be nitrogen.
One great English chemist, Lord Rayleigh, found that the nitro-
...-J gen obtained from the air was never so pure as that obtained from
some compound like ammonia. What was the "impurity"? In
co-operation with another prominent chemist, Sir William Ram-
say, it was discovered in an entirely new gas—" argon." Later
came the discovery of other rare gases in the atmosphere. The
air we breathe contains about a dozen gases and gaseous com-
pounds.
This study of the air is an example of research in pure science.
Rayleigh and Ramsay had no practical end in view—merely the
discovery of new facts.
A few years ago the Research Laboratories of the General Elec-
tric Company began to study the destruction of filaments in ex-
hausted lamps in order to ascertain how this happened. It was a
purely scientific undertaking. It was found that the filament
evaporated—boiled away, like so much water.
Pressure will check boiling or evaporation. If the pressure within
a boiler is very high, it will take more heat than ordinarily to boil
the water. Would a gas under pressure prevent filaments from
boiling away? If so, what gas? It must be a gas that will not
combine chemically with the filament. The filament would burn
in oxygen; hydrogen would conduct the heat away too rapidly.
Nitrogen is a useful gas in this case. It does form a few com-
pounds, however. Better still is argon. It forms no compounds
at all.
Thus the modern, efficient, gas-filled lamp appeared, and so
argon, which seemed the most useless gas in the world, found a
practical application.
Discover new facts, and their practical application will take
care of itself.
And the discovery of new facts is the primary purpose of the
Research Laboratories of the General Electric Company.
Sometimes years must elapse before the practical application
of a discovery becomes apparent, as in the case of argon; some-
times a practical application follows from the mere answering of
a " theoretical " question, as in the case of a gas-filled lamp. But
no substantial progress can be made unless research is conducted
for the purpose of discovering new facts.
General Office
1IIE1ect ic
om 1. any Schenectady, N.Y.
95-378-1
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THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Always Exclusive EIRE'S Never Expensive I
Gifts for Men
FOUNTAIN PENS
—"Waterman" --"Schaeffer" --"Conklin"
ALSO CHOICE FROM A
COMPLETE LINE OF
"Ever-Sharp" Pencils
Rose Polytechnic Institpte
Founded by Chauncy Rose at Terre Haute, Indiana, 1874
A College of Engineering
Offers a SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION, based on Mathematics,
Modern Languages, Physical Sciences and Drawing,
with thorough instructions in the Principles and
Practices of
Mechanical, Electrical, Civil,
Architectural and Chemical Engineering
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THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
agkkgketetAg
63134 Wabash Avenue
DANCING EVERY EVENING
Nine to Twelve o'Clock
4
Learn the
Newest Steps
in
Dancing
Terre Haute's
Most
Refined
Da nse
Academy
Leo Baxter's Society Five
IS
Something' to Think About
ARAM
I
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